Political Philosophy and Moralib’ Wlieii we tmii directly to Hobbes’ political
philosophy. we find that he employed as much of his theory’ of motion aid Ins
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what they think will help them survive, and they hate whatever they judge to be
a threat to them. The words good and evil have whatever meaning each individ
cal will give them, and each person will call good whatever he loves and evil
whatever he hates, “there being nothing simply mid absolutely so.” Men are
fundamentally egotistical in that they are concerned chiefly about their own
survival and identify goodness with their own appetites, It would appear there
fore that in the state of nature there is no obligation for men to respect others or
that there is no morality in the traditional sense of goodness and justice. Given
this egotistical view of human nature, it would appear also that men did not
possess the capacity to create an ordered and peaceful society.
But Hobbes argued that several logical conclusions or consequences can be
deduced from man’s concern for his survival, among these being what Hobbes
called natural laws. Even in the state of nature, men know these natural Jaws,
which are logically consistent with man’s principal concern for his own safety. A
natural law, said Hobbes, “IS a precept, or general nile, found out by reason,”
telling what to do and what not to do. If the major premise is that I want to
survive, I can logically deduce, even in the state of nature, certain niles of
behavior that will help me to survive. The first law of nature is therefore that
every man ought to “seek peace and follow it” Now this law that urges me to
seek peace is natural because it is a logical extension of my concern for survival.
It is obvious that I have a better chance to survive if I help to create the condi
tions of peaceS My desire for survival therefore impels me to seek peace. From
this first and fundamental law of nature is derived the second law, which states
that “a man be willing, when others are so too, as farforth as for peace, and
defense of himself he shall think it necessary, to lay down his right to all things;
and be contented with so much liberty against other men, as he would allow
other men against himself
Obligation in the State of Nature If men know these and other natural laws1
even in the state of nature, do they have an obligation to obey them? Hobbe4
answers that these law’s are always binding, in the state of nature as well 051
civil society. But he distinguishes between two ways in which these natural Ias’
are applicable in the state of nature, saying that “the laws of nature oblige in fo
intemo; that is to say, they bind to a desire they should take place: but in faf
extemo; that is, to putting them in act, not always.” Thus, it isn’t as if there W
no obligation in the state of nature; rather, the circumstances for living by th
laws in the state of nature are not always present. Men have a right to all th’
in the state of nature not because there is no obligation, but because if a n)
were modest, tractable, and kept his promises “in such time and place where
man else should do so, [he] should but make himself a prey to others, and proc
his own ruin, contrary to the ground of all laws of nature, which tend to na
preservations.” And even when men act to preserve themselves, they are not
from rational natural laws, for even in the state of nature they ought to ac’.
good faith: “..if any man pretend somewhat to tend necessarily to his prese
tion, which yet he himself doth not confidently believe so, he may offend ag
the laws of nature.”
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Ilolihes scas aware that tile logical otitcorire of egotistical iritlividisais all
d’cidirig how best to slin’ive would he anarchy, where there were “no arts; iii
li-I ters, rio society; anti winch is worst of aD, continual fear, and danger of violei it
death; and the life of titan, solitary, poor. nasty, linitisii, arid short.’’ To avoid
such a condition of anarchy, the chief cause of winch is the conflict of individual
arid egotistical judgments of tight, men, following the dictates 0f natural l;nv,
eekissg peace, reirotinee souse vi their nglits or freedoms and enter into a Social
contract and thereby create an artificial luau, that great k’rwtlian, called a (‘iiiil—
,iu,,i,i,,ilth or state.
The Social Contract The contract by which ineit avoid the state of nature and
enter civil society is an agreement between indinduals, ‘‘as if every niaH sirojiW
av lii every mail, I iiuh/sunzt’ niul gire li 1115/ rig/st of gor.’rliilig mi1srlf, hi this
sinus, or to (/ris asse,,rbl,j of uteri, osi (Iris cosithtiori, that f/loss gice up f/nj ii girt hi
ho,,, ansi auLthsoflzA’ till hits actions iii like ,InlrI,Is’r. Two things stand oil clearly’
Eli tios contract. First, the pasties to tire contract are ildivi(lISiLls sviio pl(iliiise
each other to hand (wet their tight to govern thennselvcs to tire sovereign; it IS lint
a coin ract between the sovereign and the citizens. The sovereigi i has- absolute
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sty’ (II Iris theory of sovereignty with deiiiocntcv. Hot whatever lorni the sover—
elgin ‘tumId lake, it is clean tliiii ili,bhes saw 11w transfer of the right to rule ‘nun
the people to the s(nenelgni as luoth absolute it’ll’ irievocalile.
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ereigl inner i_s ,nndnrsniile, Having shown that in tire state ol rirtr,re a,ia,chs is
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independent individual jtrdgnnents, lw co,nclualed that
the only- svay to overcl,me such anarchy’ is to make a single body tint of tire
several bodies 0f the tilizeirs. The only way to transforini multiple wills into a
single uslI is to agree that the sovereign’s single will and juidgimicint represent the
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will and judgment sit all the citizens. In effect, this is what tire contract says when
then agree In hand uiver their right to govern tliensrselves, llw sovereign slow acts
not only on behalf 0f tile citizens hut as i[ he embodied tile will of the citizens,

thereby’ alfirnriiig air identity between the wills of the sovereign arid citizens.
Resistirnice against the sovereign by’ a citizen is therefore ilopcal oir two counirls,
mist liecrtrse it would ailorurit to resistance to hinisell, arid secondly, to resist is to
revert tim mdepcndent judgment, which is to revert to the state ni nature or
anarchy- ‘l’he power 0f tIre sovereign irost therefore he ilisolnte iii order to
Secure the col idit ioi is sit order, peace, acid law.
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the natural law, and in a special sense the natural law is binding even in the state
of nature. But only after there is a sovereign can there be a legal order, because
only then is there the apparatus of law in which the power of enforcement is
central. Without the power to enforce, said Hobbes, covenants are “mere
words.” Hobbes identifies Law with sovereign command and makes the additional
point that “there can be no unjust law.”
Nowhere does Hobbes’ severe authoritarianism express itself in more star
tling form than when he argues that there can be no unjust law. It appears that
justice and morality begin with the sovereign, that there are no principles of
justice and morality that precede and limit the acts of the sovereign. Hobbes
affirmed this in a notable passage: “To the care of the sovereign, betongeth the
maldng of good laws, But what is a good law? By good law, I mean not a just law:
for no law can be unjust.” Hobbes gives two reasons for saying no law can be
unjust: first, because justice means obeying the law, and this is why justice comes
into being only after a law has been made and cannot itself be the standard for
law; secondly, when a sovereign makes a law, it is as though the people were
making the law, and what they agree upon cannot be unjust. Indeed, the third
natural law Hobbes speaks of is “that men perform their covenants made,” and
he indicated that this is the “fountain of justice.” Hence, to keep the contract in
which you agreed to obey’ th sovereign is the essence of Hobbesian justice.
It is evident that Hobbes forces the reader to take each word seriously and
“reckon” all the “consequences” that can be deduced from it. If law means the
sovereign’s command and if justice means obeying the law, there can be no
unjust law. But there can be a bad law, for Hobbes was enough of an Aristotelian
to recognize that a sovereign has a definite purpose “for which he was trusted
with the sovereign power, namely, the procuration of the safety of the people; to
which he is obliged by the law of nature, and to render an account thereof to
God....’ But even in such a case, svhere the sovereign has commanded a “bad”
law, the citizens are not the ones to judge it as such, nor does this justify their
disobedience. The sovereign has the sole power to judge what is for the safety of
the people; if the people disagreed with him, they would revert to anarchy. If the
sovereign engages in iniquitous acts, this is a matter between the sovereign and
God, not between the citizens and the sovereign. And because he feared anarchy
and disorder so deeply, Hobbes pushed his logic of obedience to the point Qf
making religion and the church subordinate to the state. To the Christian whtL
felt that the sovereign’s command violated the law of God, Hobbes gave ;nø:2
comfort but insisted that if such a person could not obey the sovereign, he
“go to Christ in martyrdom....”
With these bold strokes, Hobbes altered the course of philosophy. He
among the first to apply the methods of science to the study of human natutt
providing novel explanations for human knowledge and moral behavior, depa4&
at
ing also from the medieval notion of natural law, and arriving in the end
win
not
highly authoritarian concept of sovereignty. Although Hobbes did
spread approval in his day, and even though there is much in his phUosophY
bi
question and criticize, his enduring influence was assured by the precision of
-,
formulation of the problems of philosophy.

